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Happier homeworking with Eric Yuan’s Zoom
It’s a difficult time. All around us, the chilling news updates on our screens and social media are
relentless as the COVID-19 pandemic multiplies across nations and continents. The human
tragedy, concern for our loved ones, frustration at politicians, admiration for health workers,
disbelief at those still socialising, adaptation to new routines under lockdown, affects us all. As
a society there is a huge concern for each other, whilst as business leaders we also know we
have to keep our business going too.
Sitting in our homes we click onto a succession of conference calls, seeking to work through
the chaos. In the suburbs of Santa Clara, California, 50 year old Eric Yuan joins his latest call.
The palm trees swaying behind him make for a surreal setting. He could have chosen a day on a
Hawaiian beach, or even the spectacular Mount Tai in Shangdong Province, near to where he
grew up in China. That’s one of the many benefits of his web conferencing service, Zoom,
now the world’s fastest growing, where you can easily choose any background you want. No
more embarrassing peaks into your home to distract your colleagues or clients.
It has been a crazy time for the Chinese American since Zoom’s $15.9bn IPO last year. As the
world’s stock markets have tumbled by 25-35%, Zoom has doubled in value since January,
making Zoom now worth $35bn. He stills own 20%, but the new billionaire is one of the most
frugal people you will meet, remembering as a teenager in China how he hunted through
rubbish dumps for scraps of metal to sell in order to fund his education.
Yuan was captivated by the success of Bill Gates, which inspired him to study computer
science in Shangdong. Drawn to the US by the dotcom boom of 1997, and despite not
speaking English, and after nine attempts to gain a visa, he landed a job writing code for online
conferencing service Webex. After the business was sold to Cisco, he went on to become VP of
engineering. However he could see that mobile and cloud technologies were rapidly emerging,
and could transform the user experience, yet his Cisco bosses did not share his passion.
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He left in 2011 to start his own company from the ground up – a simpler, more intuitive, appbased experience to meet the rapidly evolving world of remote and collaborative working.
Initially calling is Saasbe, he turned to former colleagues to help him fund a team of 30
engineers back in China work on his new idea. He worked tirelessly for two years on the new
app, a lightweight web client that would work on any device, even with slow or patchy internet
connection. He also added more human features, like the choice of virtual backgrounds.
Zoom launched in 2013, initially targeting the corporate market, and creating networking
solutions like Zoom Rooms with partners such as Logitech. Within a year he had 40 million
subscribers, including 65,000 organisations. In 2017, after subsequent rounds of funding, Zoom
became a $1 billion valued “unicorn”, now with around 2000 employees (a third still based in
China), and started exploring new areas such as virtual reality. Zoom evolved into a “freemium”
business model based on subscriptions, with the first 40 minutes of any call free and able to
accomodate up to 100 participants, although the platform caters for anything to 1000 people.
Since January this year, Yuan has seen huge growth in Zoom, becoming indispensable to the
world’s schools, businesses and governments, as COVID-19 shut down the physical world.
Yuan offered free access to all schools, and now sees around 1 million app downloads every
day. He’s been surprised too by the innovative social applications that have emerged – from
virtual fitness programs to virtual cocktails parties (the “Quarantino” cocktail is a big hit).
Remote working, though, is nothing unusual for Yuan. He typically only makes two business
trips a year, aware of the time inefficiencies and environmental impacts of travel, when you can
simply click onto Zoom. Yet he is a big fan of human engagement, defining Zoom’s mission as
“delivering happiness” and measuring business performance based on happiness, trust and
gratitude, as equals to more usual financial results.

Surviving and thriving in crazy times
Andy Grove, former CEO of Intel, once said “Bad companies are destroyed by crisis, good
companies survive them, great companies are improved by them.”
Change drives new attitudes and behaviours, new ideas and solutions. If we see innovations
take off rapidly in good times, when there is no need to change, imagine how the right ideas can
grow when there really is a burning platform.
Look at our changing behaviours right now – not only is everyone remote working, but there
are massive shifts in the way in which we access everything from education to food, healthcare
and entertainment. After the closure of schools,
kids have quickly learnt to learn online, with
lessons shifting to more convenient times, and a
rapid growth in peer-to-peer learning groups.
Home deliveries of food have soared, with
shopping app Instacart, for example, seeking
to recruit 300,000 extra pickers and packers,
drivers and droppers, in the USA.
Healthcare consultations increasingly start with
an app too, such as UK-based Babylon Health,
or Good Doctor in China, as people search for
rapid diagnostics and video based advice rather
than needing to meet doctors in person. These
behaviours have been possible for some time,
but now we are adopting them en masse. Is this
the tipping point of change, or will we go back
to the old ways again?
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Business progress is, of course, marked by a cycle of peaks and troughs. Russian economist
In 1938 Nikolai Kondratieff was shot by firing squad on the orders of Stalin because his
academic work suggested that the West’s capitalist system would not collapse as a result of the
great depression of 1929. He demonstrated how economies go through many depressions,
but then recover again. They became known as Kondratieff Waves, and in recent times we
have seen K Wave dips every 10-15 years, Maybe we were due for a downturn anyway, driven
by technological disruption, social fragmentation and environmental crisis.
The catalyst for a downturn is often dramatic and unexpected. Nassim Nicholas Taleb calls
them “Black Swan” events, a metaphor that describes an event that comes as a surprise, with
huge and unpredictable consequences, often due to a previous lack of awareness of the fragility
of a current system, and subsequent unravelling of its logic. Bill Gates, warned us back in a
TED Talk in 2015, that we faced a threat far greater than military or economic disaster, and that
we were “woefully unprepared” for a
global pandemic. Prophetic words
Even when COVID-19 took hold in Asia,
many people were still not overly
concerned. Looking at the major stock
markets, you can see it was not until
late February that panic set in, with the
realisation of the global economic
consequences. Strategist Rita McGrath
compared the exponential growth of the
pandemic to lily pads on a pond, where
a typical species doubles in number
each day. On day two you have two lily
pads, on day 3 there are 4, and so on.
So if it takes 48 days for the pond to be completely covered, how long will it take to be half
covered? The answer of course is 47 days. Moreover at 42 days, it would be almost bare.
Looking after people, family and employees, partners and customers, is your first priority,
staying safe and healthy, and helping those in most need. We then turn to the challenge of
business survival, to get through what is likely to be a significant global downturn, probably a
recession. There are big challenges, but also opportunities:
•
•
•

Survive … cut all non-essential costs, and preserve cash – do what you can, but it may
be better to close temporarily than to limp along at full cost, with plans to return.
Perform … build resilience and sustain performance – streamlining and refocusing your
existing business – and also using time to improve yourself, with new ideas and skills.
Thrive … seize new opportunities to innovate and grow – right now, for example,
supporting home workers, online education, home deliveries, digital health.

It's worth remembering that 57% of leading companies were born in a downturn. A study by
the Kauffman Foundation found more than half of the companies on the Fortune 500 list were
launched during a recession or bear market. Therefore it’s likely that right now, amidst all of
today’s chaos, some of tomorrow’s best companies are just getting started.
Here are a few examples of companies founded in the midst of recessions, seizing the
opportunity of changing attitudes and behaviours, as others battled to survive:
• Disney … Walt Disney Productions launched their first animated cartoons in the depth of
the 1929 Great Depression, bringing a smile to people in tough times
• Burger King … started as Insta-Burger in California, using a new machine called an Instabroiler to cook meat faster and cheaper as post-war America struggled in 1953
• Microsoft … Bill Gates and Paul Allen launched their first software in the downturn of
1975 as companies sought efficiency through collaboration and speed.
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• CNN … Ted Turner launched the world’s first 24 hour news channel in 1980 as USA
plunged into a double-dip recession, and people had an urgent hunger for fast news.
• Apple … In 2001 Steve Jobs launched the iPod amidst the debris of the dotcom bubble
bursting all around, reviving the fortunes of Apple which started in 1975’s downturn.

These companies typically jumped on moments of change, as moments to start anew. Not with
the same old formats as before, but with new concepts and new business models, offering
something faster, easier, or cheaper; or a latent opportunity just waiting for some airtime.

Finding more purpose … the dawn of a new capitalism?
Being set adrift in a stormy sea means that most of
the strategies and plans you did have are thrown
overboard. Instead you need something to keep
guiding you. Something to give you direction, and
maybe a little hope. Something to frame what you
could do, not just what you used to do. Purpose is
your North Star, particularly in turbulent times.
Finding purpose is about defining why you exist,
what your business contributes to the world, and
why that world would be a lesser place without you.
It captures what you do for society, and how you
enable people to achieve more. Starbucks seeks to
“inspire the human spirit”, IKEA to “create a better
everyday life”, Dove to “help young women realise
their potential”. Such intents are much more
inspiring than self-serving missions and goals, they bring people together with a common cause,
and give you scope to think about growth in new ways. However it’s also important to make the
inspiration more tangible, through these steps:
• Purpose – finding your bigger idea is more important than ever right now – like sailors in
stormy seas, we need a rough direction to head in, but purpose is your choice – not just
what you do now, but reflecting your bigger ambition, passion and goals.
• Concepts – once you have a purposeful direction, what is the value you bring – how do
you make the world better in some way – start to create strategic concepts, big ideas
beyond today’s business, ways you could make a mark on the future world.
• Strategies – aligning your strategic actions to the purpose and concepts – some of it
might be doing what you do now, simpler or faster or cheaper; some of it will be doing
new things, adjacent and aligned to your current activities, but guided by purpose.

With a clear sense of purpose, even the stormiest seas can
seem less bewildering – or days locked in your home, might
seem like a unique opportunity to pause and think about
where you are going in life and work.
Bernard Arnault and his leadership team at LVMH sat down
as soon as the crisis hit, to consider what could they do given
their purpose, to “inspire humanity”. Within days their perfume
manufacturing lines were pumping out bottles of hand
sanitizer, free to hospitals.
Similarly Inditex shifted production from fast fashion to
protective wear for medics, Tesla started making hospital
ventilators in its car factories, Snapchat launched its “Here for
You” mental wellness tool, and Dunkin Donuts gave loyalty
points if you stayed at home, and didn’t buy from them.
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At the same time, innovation came of
age – all of those fast and lean
process methodologies kicked in,
searching for better medical devices
and treatments to save lives.
Dyson, for example, adapted its air
purifier, and developed a radical new
“CoVent” ventilator in just 10 days,
ready for approval and production.
Mercedes AMG F1 motor racing
engineers were not far behind, linking
with academics to create a new CPAP
breathing device, simpler and cheaper than a ventilator, which they can now start producing at
1000 units per day.
Most significant is the search for a COVID-19 vaccine, with at least 35 pharma companies
across the world collaborating and Oslo-based CEPI coordinating funding. Boston’s Moderna
and Tübingen’s CureVac are most advanced, and instead of using the live virus to create a
vaccine, they are building a vaccine from its genetic code. With human trials about to start, the
vaccine is still 12-18 months away, 10 times faster than previously. The challenge then is how
to distribute a vaccine fairly, without the wealthiest people or countries buying up stocks first.
For businesses, more generally, there is a growing realisation that a single-minded focus on
profit is too limiting. Maybe this is the dawn of a new capitalism, a more collective approach
to business, and how and for who value is created, rather than the short-term shareholder
obsessions of the past. Remember that letter from Larry Fink seeking purpose before profit,
the demands of the Business Roundtable to embrace all stakeholders equally, and the new
manifesto for a more enlightened approach to business in Davos earlier this year? Maybe we’re
on the verge of a fundamental recode? (Hence my forthcoming book, “Business Recoded”).

Ali Parsa … Babylon’s AI-enabled digital healthcare
Ali Parsa is on a mission to reinvent the world’s
access to healthcare. Maybe his time has come.
Babylon was the capital of Babylonia, a kingdom in
ancient Mesopotamia between 1800-600 BC, built
along the banks of the Euphrates river, about 85km
south of modern day Baghdad.
“Two-and-a-half thousand years ago, you would go
to the square in Babylon” says Parsa. “It was called
the Square of the Sick, I think, and citizens, if
they’d come across your ailment, would share how
they’d recovered. As a result of that simple peer-topeer model, it has been estimated that Babylon had
the longest life expectancy of any city in the world.”
Parsa himself, grew up in nearby Iran, then escaped
as a lone teenager, trekking through Afghanistan and
eventually to Europe, and settling as a refugee in London. Having taught himself English and
maths, he won a scholarship to study for a PhD in engineering, whilst also running an events
business called Victorian & Gilan which he later sold. He found his way into banking, as head of
technology investment for Goldman Sachs.
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Parsa was much more interested in people than money, and now a father, saw huge
opportunities for the use of new technologies in healthcare. In 2004 he co-founded Circle
Health, driven by what he saw as a terrible state-run healthcare. He secured £500m from
Lehman Brothers to create a chain of luxury private hospitals designed by famous architects
and run by hoteliers. However when Lehman’s crashed, so did his dream.
He realised that the biggest difference he could make was not in the hospital experience itself,
but in what happened before and after. He set out to create “the Google of healthcare”
information. It took the form of an AI-driven app through which people could diagnose illnesses
based on interactive questions, and if required, gain instant video consultations with doctors.
Babylon Health, based in London, now employs over 750 doctors, scientists, engineers and
data analysts. They offer a subscription-based service to individuals wanting faster, ondemand health advice. A deal with the UK’s NHS to create a version of Babylon’s service called
“GP at Hand” has dramatically scaled-up the service, with similar partnerships internationally.
For the NHS it creates a fast, more personal service to patients, directly on your smartphone,
and relieves the pressure on physical resources.
Parsa sees Babylon as “the biggest doctor’s brain in the world”, and loves to show how his AIbased analytics can more effectively diagnose patients’ needs than a real person. His real
ambition is to create personal and predictive healthcare, using a range of wearable sensors
that can monitor individual health, and take action before it’s ever needed.

The Invincible Company … Alex Osterwalder’s new book
Over the last 20 years, Alex Osterwalder
and Yves Pigneur have been dedicated to
a single mission: how to help companies
continuously reinvent themselves. They
call themselves “the plumbers of
business”.
Alex and Yves joined me at the recent
European Business Forum in a highly
entertaining and interactive innovation lab
for 500 business leaders. They make an
interesting duo. Alex is the performer,
whilst Yves is the impresario – an
evolution of their earlier days when Alex
was the student, and Yves his teacher.
They dedicate their work to designing
better tools, using the power of
information design, to create deceptively
simple but incredibly useful templates for
business to think, plan and execute. Most famously they created the Business Model Canvas.
Now they are going further - to consider not just business design, but transformation, and
relentless transformation - with a fabulous new book, “The Invincible Company”.
The book combines their focus on business models with their new approach to innovation
portfolios, which are key to the long-term success of any business. It becomes “invincible”
because it builds a whole series of great ideas, innovations and business models that ensure its
success today, and into the future. Alex and Yves believe there are three crucial areas that every
business leader needs to consider in order to remain relevant and prosperous:
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•
•
•

Companies have to develop truly ambidextrous organizational structures where the
innovation teams are given equal power alongside the existing business.
This innovation team needs its very own culture, processes, skills, metrics, and
incentives to explore potentially new business models and value propositions.
They need to better manage their portfolio of existing businesses and new
opportunities - sustaining today, whilst cultivating tomorrow.

Companies need a new and integrated approach to managing a dynamic portfolio of
established and emerging businesses - to protect established business models from disruption
as long as possible, while simultaneously cultivating the business models of tomorrow.
Exploit the current business: Every portfolio starts with a look at managing and improving the
businesses you already have. Here you assess two areas:
1. Profitability: How much profit does the existing business models generate?
2. Disruption risk: How protected is your business model, and how likely is it to be
disrupted? Models at risk may be established businesses, increasingly prone to
disruption by new technology, new markets, or regulatory changes.
Explore: the future business: As you manage the present, you also look towards the future for
new areas of growth. Here you assess two different areas:
1. Expected profitability: How big can an idea for a new business become? What’s the
potential? How big is the size of the new market, revenue potential, pricing, etc. Here it
is equally important to judge how robust a business model is, eg in terms of recurring
revenues, long term growth, scalability, and protection from competition.
2. Innovation risk: How can you de-risk promising innovation to make it even better? New
ideas may be unproven, and risky to invest in. The more confidence you have that an
initiative will work, based on tests and the resulting evidence, the more you might
choose to invest time and resources into it.
Amazon is a good
example of a company
that intentionally
manages a diverse
portfolio of existing and
promising new business
models. The company
continues to produce
growth with its existing
businesses (online
retail, AWS, logistics),
whilst also developing a
portfolio of potential
future growth engines
that may become big
profit generators one
day (Alexa, Echo, Dash
Button, Prime Air,
Amazon Fresh, etc).
Osterwalder says that investors who seek long-term sustained growth, should be demanding
an "invincible" organization built on a portfolio of short and long-term innovative business
models. Such companies can better allocate capital and resources at each stage of
development. A culture and process that drives a continuous flow of new ideas and
innovation is much more likely to sustain your business in turbulent times and uncertain futures.
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Fujifilm’s transformation to anti-viral drugs
Avigan, the brand name of favipiravir, is an anti-viral drug launched in 2014 in response to the
earlier SARS epidemic, and is a promising treatment for COVID-19 patients, based on recent
clinical trials in China. Perhaps surprisingly it is made by Fujifilm, the Japanese business which
most people still associate with camera film.
Fujifilm's mantra is "never stop transforming", and as a result it has created innovative
solutions in a wide variety of fields, leveraged its imaging and information technology to become
a global presence known for innovation in healthcare, graphic systems, optical devices,
specialist materials and other high-tech areas.
In the 1960s, Fujifilm was a distant second place to Kodak in
the photographic film market. But today, digitalisation has
transformed how we take photos, Kodak is gone (bankrupt in
2012), and Fujifilm has shifted focus and resources into new
areas.
In 2000 the film-related business accounted for 60% of
Fujifilm’s sales and 70% of its operating profit, but fell to less
than 1% within a decade. The traditional photographic
imaging business, the core of the business, was largely
replaced by other types of imaging, such as for healthcare.
“Whilst Kodak tried to survive in a declining market, Fujifilm looked to new futures” says CEO
Shigetaka Komori, when contrasting how the two companies responded to market change.
Imaging rapidly evolved into digital information, and a vast range of new businesses emerged
in areas from medical system to pharmaceuticals,
regenerative medicine to cosmetics, flat panel displays to
graphic systems.
As an example, Fujifilm’s cosmetics business started in
2006 with the launch of its Astalift skin-care products,
which then extended into make-up, and from their into other
types of medical and wellbeing solutions. Whilst camera film
and cosmetics might seem unrelated, camera film
happened to be the same thickness (around 0.2 mm) as
human hair. Collagen was used in its film to retain the
material qualities, such as moisture and elasticity, over time.
This expertise in manufacturing collagen is also fundamental
to making skincare products.
Fujifilm introduced medical diagnostic imaging systems using its digital camera technology,
which then gave it a platform for doing fundamental research into new medicines. Drug
development is increasingly built on informatics, such as genetic analysis, fields in which
Fujifilm could combine its expertise, giving it an advantage over traditional pharma companies.
Fujifilm’s transformation from specialist film manufacturer into a diversified organisation is a
great example of the principles described in “The Invincible Company”.

More ideas and inspiration … new books, new reports
•

Fast Company’s “Most Innovative Companies” ranking is based on companies with
great ideas, that can change the world, that disrupt industries, and inspire society. This
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year’s top innovators are Snap (for taking a
lead in online privacy and seeking to
eliminate fake news), followed by Microsoft
(for its collaborative Teams) and Tesla
(leading the EV race). In Europe, Siemens
leads the way (riding high on its e-Highway)
followed by Sprout World (plantable pencils
from Denmark). In Asia, Luckin Coffee
(tech-centric coffee shops) is the most
innovative company, alongside Meituan
Dianping (the Chinese super-app).
•

“Building the Transformational Company:
The CEO Handbook" is fantastic work by
Strategy Tools in Norway. The free
downloadable PDF maps out an enlightened
approach to strategic, relentless and innovative transformation. Chris Rangen says
“Virtually every company in every industry will have to go through some level of
transformation. But very few companies are actually set up for this future. They are
simply not structured, built or led to become transformational companies.”

•

“Reimagining Capitalism in a World on Fire” is a new book by Rebecca Henderson,
a Harvard professor, who says “Free market capitalism is one of humanity’s greatest
inventions and the greatest source of prosperity the world has ever seen. At the same
time, its single-minded pursuit of profit has led to rampant inequality and threat of
climate catastrophe – and now threatens to destroy the society on which it depends.”

•

“Tech Trends 2020” is an interesting 386-page free report by Amy Webb at the Future
Today Institute, based in New York. Some of the big trends emerging in the report
include AI systems that can be trained in hours rather than weeks, widespread
availability of algorithmically-traded funds, off-planet human civilization, bioengineered
animals, plant-based proteins and indoor robot-powered farms, autonomous cars,
trucks, ships and fighter jets, exascale computing and functional 5G networks.

•

“What it Takes” is the memoir, and playbook, of Steve Schwarzman, cofounder and
CEO of Blackstone, one of the world’s largest investment firms. He talks about why
leaders need clarity of purpose, to dare to think big, and realise the profound impact of
AI. One of his mottos is that “it is just as easy to do something big as it is to do
something small”, a mentality he has applied to philanthropy as well as business.

•

“Fightback” by Simon Torrence and Felix Staeritz explores how to win in the digital
economy with platforms, ventures and entrepreneurs. Torrence starts by saying
“trusted mindsets and existing business models are collapsing, corporations are
struggling to react to the Fourth Industrial Revolution by risking too little transformation
too slowly. It’s time to wake up, act and really shape digital change.”

•

“Humanocracy” is the long-awaited new book from Gary Hamel, the LBS professor,
who has teamed up with McKinsey’s Michele Zanini to describe “how to create
organisations as amazing as the people inside them”. They lay out the costs of
dehumanising workers in the interest of control and explain how to achieve the benefits
of coordination and consistency while letting employees be themselves.

What’s next for the economy … a 1-3 year downturn?
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been significant for every business. The travel and
hospitality industry was perhaps the first and most dramatically affected. As travel bookings
were cancelled, airline share prices plunged (United -57%) as did hotels (Marriott -48%) and
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booking engines (Expedia -53%). Worst were the cruise lines, with the sight of quarantined
ships around the world (Carnival -68%).
Whilst China received some criticism back in January for not stopping COVID-19 in its tracks,
its subsequent actions have effectively slowed the virus’ spread locally to the point where
business is starting to get back to normal. China’s action included extreme quarantine for
anyone with symptoms, tracked through citizens who were required to submit their daily body
temperature readings through a government app. Also noticeable was the massive change in air
pollution, as the grey smog across Chinese cities dissipated for 6 weeks. Now, the roads of
Beijing are clogged again, and China’s economy is recovering as shown by BCG data:

The most optimistic economic forecast, by McKinsey, is that China will show a relatively quick
rebound to pre-crisis levels of activity. China’s annual GDP growth for 2020 would end up
roughly flat, wiping out the previously anticipated 6% growth this year.. Nevertheless, by 2021,
China’s economy would be on the way to regaining its pre-crisis trajectory. If we also assume
that the virus in Europe and USA comes under control soon, and the economic shutdown
limited to around 3 months, government support would mitigate some of the economic damage,
resulting in a 2-4% drop in GDP this year, and recovery by year end.

In a more pessimistic scenario, China would recover more slowly, needing to clamp down on
resurgences of the virus, and would also be hurt by falling exports. Europe and USA would be
more dramatically affected. If the virus is not contained in 3 months, restrictions will likely
continue throughout the summer, driving much greater declines in economic performance.
This would drive more significant unemployment and business closures, creating a far slower
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eventual recovery. In this scenario, we could see a prolonged 2-3 year downturn, only returning
to pre-crisis economic levels in early 2023.

What will you do?
So, how will you “survive and thrive” through these difficult times, whilst our minds are
distracted and our businesses disrupted? Personally I’ve worked through three significant
downturns, scary and uncertain at the time, but each with silver linings.
When “shock and awe” launched the Gulf War of 1990, I was a young brand marketer with
British Airways. I remember joining an urgent taskforce of smart minds across the business to
think through survival strategies. I remember sitting alongside the CEO, Liam Strong, and
other leaders who I would never have got to work with, developing “The World’s Biggest Offer”,
which became a thrilling project, and built relationships which became useful in years to come.
In 2001 when the terrible scenes of 9/11 terrorism were flashed across every screen in my
London office, we froze in shock and panic, but then quickly swung into action. As stock
markets plunged, businesses shifted for the first time to online working. Over the following
weeks we rushed to create new digital tools for collaborative working, learning and support, a
concept which became my first start-up business, and also led to my first book.
And when the financial crisis of 2008 swept across the world like an economic tsunami, I
remember being asked by numerous companies to urgently support them with practical advice
to reprioritise strategies, but also to think creatively about how to develop new businesses
whilst everyone else was losing their heads. Again that led to new relationships and new
opportunities, including with Richard Branson and some his new Virgin businesses.
Now in 2020, I’m reminded of a great quote by Wangari Maathai, the Kenyan activist who
founded the Green Belt Movement, which focused on planting trees and women’s rights. In
2004 she was a surprise winner of the Nobel Peace Prize. She said “In the course of history,
there comes a time when humanity is called to shift to a new level of consciousness, to reach
a higher moral ground. A time when we have to shed our fear and give hope to each other”.
For business leaders, that time is now.
Be safe. Be smart. Be strong.

Peter
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